Abbad Andaloussi, Amine
amab@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Software and Process Engineering

Abeykoon Udugama, Isuru Sampath Bandara
isud@kt.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering - Postdoc
PROSYS - Process and Systems Engineering Centre

Aggrawal, Hari Om
haom@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Scientific Computing

Agius, Rudi
ruda@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Cognitive Systems

Agn, Mikael
miag@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Albers, Kristoffer Jon
kjal@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Cognitive Systems

Alessandretti, Laura
l.alessandretti@gmail.com
lauale@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Cognitive Systems

Almagro Armenteros, Jose Juan
jjaa@bioinformatics.dtu.dk
jjalmagro@gmail.com
Alstrøm, Tommy Sonne
tsal@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Researcher
Cognitive Systems
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics

Andersen, Jesper Fink
jfan@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Andersen, Martin Skovgaard
mskan@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Scientific Computing

Andersen, Tobias
toban@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems

Andersen, Wanja
waan@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Administrative Officer
Cognitive Systems

Andersson, Mariam
maande@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Aradóttir, Tinna Björk
tiar@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Archer, Elizabeth Jill MacDougall
ejma@dtu.dk
Arvanitidis, Georgios
gear@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Axelsen, Martin Christian
maxe@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Azar, Armin Ghasem
agaz@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Dynamical Systems

Bachalarz, Magnus
magbac@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Software Developer
Dynamical Systems

Bacher, Peder
pbac@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Dynamical Systems

Bækgaard, Per
pgba@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems

Bærentzen, Jakob Andreas
janba@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Baghooee, Hadise
hadise@dtu.dk
hadise@kt.dtu.dk
Bak, Jonas
jonbak@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Embedded Systems Engineering

Baltzersen, Mathias Nitschke
mabal@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Cognitive Systems

Banis, Frederik
freba@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Bardram, Jakob Eyvind
jakba@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

Barfoed, Marie Gissel
mgba@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for HR - HR Consultant

Baris, Oktay
okba@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering

Barzegaran, Mohammadreza
mohba@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering
Baum, Andreas  
andba@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc  
Statistics and Data Analysis

Baumeister, Hubert  
huba@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Software and Process Engineering

Beck, Tina Holst  
tihb@adm.dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Office for Finance and Accounting - Finance Manager

Beelen, Peter  
pabe@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor  
Mathematics

Belmonte, Federica  
febe@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Statistics and Data Analysis

Belongie, Serge  
serbe@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Honorary Professor  
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Bille, Philip  
phbi@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Algorithms and Logic

Bing, Eva  
evbi@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Coordinator, PA

Birkegård, Anna Camilla  
acbir@dtu.dk  
acbir@vet.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
National Veterinary Institute - Research Assistant
Dynamical Systems
Epidemiology

Bjerregård, Mathias Blicher
matbb@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Bjørner, Dines
dibj@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Blanco, Ignacio
igbl@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Blanke, Mogens
mb@elektro.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Electrical Engineering - Professor
Automation and Control

Bogdanov, Andrey
anbog@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cyber Security

Bøhm, Hanne
hanb@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant

Boiroux, Dimitri
dibo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Scientific Computing

Bolander, Thomas
tobo@dtu.dk
Bonnevie, Rasmus
rabo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Borchert, Sebastian
sebo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - TechLead + UNIX HPC administrator

Bordoni, Andrea
andbor@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - HPC Specialist

Bortolozzo, Pietro Antonio
pbor@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Coordinator, DCC

Brander, David
dbra@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Mathematics

Brander, Tommi Olavi
tobr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Scientific Computing

Brandt, Ole
olebr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Systemadministrator

Branner, Bodil
bobr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Brockhoff, Per B.
perbb@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of Department
Brok, Niclas Laursen
nlbr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Brøns, Morten
mobr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of section
Mathematics

Burattin, Andrea
andbur@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Software and Process Engineering

Busi, Matteo
mbusi@fysik.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Physics - PhD Student
Neutrons and X-rays for Materials Physics

Busk, Jonas
jbusk@dtu.dk
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Cali, Davide
dcal@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Dynamical Systems

Campillo Navarro, Azucena
azca@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Carstensen, Jens Michael
jmca@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Cerri, Stefano
stce@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Christensen, Anders Nymark
anym@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Centre for oil and gas – DTU - Postdoc

Christensen, Finn Kuno
kuno@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Librarian, Communication

Christensen, Niels Jørgen
njch@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Christensen, Ole
ochr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Mathematics

Christiansen, Anders Roy
aroy@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Algorithms and Logic

Christiansen, Henning
hench@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Head of IT and DTU Computing Center

Christiansen, Lasse Engbo
laec@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Dynamical Systems

Christiansen, Lasse Hjuler
lhch@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Scientific Computing
Center for Energy Resources Engineering

Christiansen, Peter Leth
plc@fysik.dtu.dk
plch@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Physics

Clemmensen, Line Katrine Harder
lkhc@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Statistics and Data Analysis

Conradsen, Knut
knco@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor emeritus
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Cramer-Petersen, Claus L.
clcp@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project Manager
Embedded Systems Engineering
Department of Management Engineering - PhD Student

Dahl, Anders Bjorholm
abda@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor MSO, Head of Section
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Dahl, Vedrana Andersen
vand@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Statistics and Data Analysis

Dal Corso, Alessandro
alcor@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
IT Service - Student Assistant
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Damgaard, Anne Marie
amada@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project Manager
Dynamical Systems

Dammann, Bernd
beda@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Scientific Computing

De Donno, Michele
mido@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering

Detlefsen, Nicki Skafte
nsde@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

De Zotti, Giulia
gizo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Dias Gomes, Mafalda
macoad@kt.dtu.dk
macoad@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering - PhD Student
PROSYS - Process and Systems Engineering Centre

Dittadi, Andrea
adit@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Algorithms and Logic
Cognitive Systems

Doest, Mads Emil Brix
mebd@dtu.dk
Dong, Yiqiu  
yido@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Scientific Computing

Dragoni, Nicola  
ndra@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Embedded Systems Engineering  
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

Dunker, Ann-Cathrin  
adun@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Secretary  
Formal Methods  
Cyber Security

Dyrby, Tim Bjørn  
tbdy@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Dzamarija, Mario  
madz@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc  
Dynamical Systems

Ebrahimy, Razgar  
raze@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc  
Dynamical Systems

Efsen, Jette Benthin  
jbef@dtu.dk  
IT Service  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - IT-contract coordinator

Einarsson, Gudmundur  
guei@dtu.dk
Eiriksson, Eyþór Rúnar
eruei@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Eising, Jens
jenei@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Elaswad, Othoman
otel@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Cyber Security

Elved, Anders
aelt@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Scientific Computing

Emerson, Monica Jane
monj@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Engberg, Astrid Margareta Elisabet
asteng@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Engberg, Rebecca
reen@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Officer / Project and Internal Affairs Manager
Cognitive Systems

Engmann, Marlene Williams
mareng@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project Assistant
Statistics and Data Analysis
Engsig-Karup, Allan Peter
apek@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Scientific Computing
Center for Energy Resources Engineering

Ersbøll, Bjarne Kjær
bker@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of section
Statistics and Data Analysis

Ersbøll, Niels Kjær
nker@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Administrative Assistant
Statistics and Data Analysis

Eskildsen, Claus Michael
ce@adk.dtu.dk
DTU Admission Course - Studielektor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Teaching assistant

Ettienne, Mikko Berggren
miet@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Algorithms and Logic

Falster, Viggo
vifal@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Fergo, Ejner
efer@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - IT systemsadministrator

Fischer, Niels Chr.
nichr@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Project Controller
Fischer, Paul
pafi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate professor, head of section
Algorithms and Logic

Fisker, Ann-Sofie
ansofi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Mathematics

Fogh Rasmussen, Fie Victoria
fiho@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Administrative Assistant
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Foukalas, Fotios
fotisf@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Researcher
Embedded Systems Engineering

Franceschi, Marta
mafran@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Visiting PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering

Frederiksen, Morten Roed
mrofre@elektro.dtu.dk
mrofre@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Department of Electrical Engineering - Research Assistant
Cognitive Systems
Automation and Control

Frisvad, Jeppe Revall
jerf@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Frumosu, Flavia Dalia
fdal@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Gaididei, Yuri Borisovich
yurga@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Plasma Physics and Fusion Energy

Gangstad, Sirin Wilhelmsen
siwi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Gavrilut, Voica Maria
voga@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering

Gawrilowicz, Florian
flgw@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Gerasimczuk, Nina
nigi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Algorithms and Logic

Gil Carvajal, Juan Camilo
juac@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems
Hearing Systems

Gisë Brusendorff Prahl, Maria
mgpr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Student Assistant

Goranovic, Goran
gogo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Researcher
Dynamical Systems
Gørts, Inge Li
inge@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Algorithms and Logic

Græsbøll, Kaare
kagr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Researcher
National Veterinary Institute - Postdoc
Dynamical Systems
Epidemiology

Gravesen, Jens
jgra@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Mathematics

Grønbech, Christopher Heje
chegr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Cognitive Systems

Guertcke, Daniela
dngk@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Dynamical Systems

Gulyas, Lorant
s172188@student.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Student Assistant
Embedded Systems Engineering

Haarlev Olsen, Povl Ole
pohol@dtu.dk
stderr@space.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - WEB designer
Dynamical Systems
National Space Institute - Engineer
Measurement and Instrumentation Systems
Hafiz, Pegah
pegh@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering

Hald Christensen, Helene
hehac@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Project Controller

Han, Xixuan
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Hannemose, Morten
mohan@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Hansen, Anne Rhein
arh@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Project Controller
Mathematics

Hansen, Lars Kai
lkai@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of section
Cognitive Systems
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

Hansen, Michael Reichhardt
mire@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering

Hansen, Per Christian
pcha@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Scientific Computing

Hansen, Sofie Therese
sofha@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Cognitive Systems

Hansen, Søren
sh@elektro.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Electrical Engineering - Associate Professor
Automation and Control

Hansen, Vagn Lundsgaard
vlha@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Cognitive Systems

Hao, Hong
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Hasannasabjaidehbakhani, Marzieh
mhas@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Mathematics

Hauberg, Søren
sohau@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems

Haxthausen, Anne Elisabeth
aeha@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Software and Process Engineering

Hedebye, Jørgen
jhed@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant, Printservice

Hedlund, Frank Huess
fhuhe@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - External Associate Professor
Dynamical Systems
Statistics and Data Analysis
Hemmingsen, Casper Schytte
casche@mek.dtu.dk
casche@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Department of Mechanical Engineering - PhD Student
Scientific Computing
Fluid Mechanics, Coastal and Maritime Engineering
Center for Energy Resources Engineering

Henriksen, Christian
chrh@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Mathematics

Herlau, Tue
tuhe@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Researcher
Cognitive Systems

Hess, Andreas Viktor
avhe@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Formal Methods

Hinrich, Jesper Løve
jehi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Hjartarson, Björgvin
bhhhj@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Student Assistant
Embedded Systems Engineering

Hjorth, Poul G.
pghj@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Dynamical Systems

Hogg, Lene
leho@dtu.dk
Hogg, Paul Robert
prhogg@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Student Assistant

Høgh, Stig
shog@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Software and Process Engineering

Høholdt, Tom
tomh@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Holdgaard-Sørensen, Kristina
khol@adm.dtu.dk
khs@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Team Manager

Hørsholt, Steen
steho@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Scientific Computing
Center for Energy Resources Engineering
Centre for oil and gas – DTU

Hovad, Emil
emilh@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Data Scientist
Statistics and Data Analysis

Huang Rygaard, Shaoping
shhu@dtu.dk
shhu@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Project Controller
Cognitive Systems

Hvild, Christian Anker
cah@byg.dtu.dk
Hvingelby, Rasmus Stig
rahvi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Cognitive Systems

Ingemann, Sine
sing@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Officer, Coordinator
Cognitive Systems

Ioannou, Constantina
coio@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Software and Process Engineering

Ipsen, Niels Bruun
nbip@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems
Statistics and Data Analysis

Iversen, Anette
anive@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Secretary
Statistics and Data Analysis

Jakobsen, Nina Munkholt
nmja@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Statistics and Data Analysis

Jeding-Jansen, Ole
oljan@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Project Controller

Jensen, Anja Ninett
anjani@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Office trainee
Cognitive Systems

**Jensen, Anna**
annje@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Administrative Officer

**Jensen, Bjørn Christian Skov**
bcSJ@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Scientific Computing

**Jensen, Christian D.**
cdje@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cyber Security
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

**Jensen, Hanne Marie Maar**
hmmj@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Administrative Officer
Dynamical Systems
Software and Process Engineering

**Jensen, Helge Elbrønd**
hjen@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Jensen, Janus Nørtoft**
jnje@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Jensen, Sofie Pødenphant**
sop@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

**Jensen, Ulla**
ulje@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Head of Secretariat
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Jeppesen, Martin**
mttj@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Linux system administrator

**Jeppesen, Niels**
niejep@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Jeuris, Steven Tom**
sjeu@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Embedded Systems Engineering

**Johansen, Benjamin**
benjoh@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

**Jónasdóttir, Sigriður Svala**
sigga@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

**Jørgensen, John Bagterp**
jbjo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Scientific Computing
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology
Center for Energy Resources Engineering
Centre for oil and gas – DTU

**Jørgensen, Martín**
marjor@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

**Jørgensen, Martin Juhl**
guuru@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Jørgensen, Peter Bjørn
pbjo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Jørgensen, Philip Johan Havemann
phav@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Jørgensen, Signe Møller
smjo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Coordinator of Studies

Jørgensen, Sune Lehmann
sljo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

Jørgensen, Thomas Martini
tmjq@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Researcher
Statistics and Data Analysis
Centre for oil and gas – DTU

Jørsboe, Ole Groth
ogrjo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Junker, Rune Grønborg
rung@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Kadarmideen, Haja
hajak@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Statistics and Data Analysis
Kadeethum, Teeratorn
teekad@dtu.dk
Centre for oil and gas – DTU - Research Assistant
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student

Kamronn, Simon Due
sdkka@dtu.dk
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Karamehmedovic, Mirza
mika@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Scientific Computing
Neutrons and X-rays for Materials Physics

Karlsson, Sven
svea@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering

Kehl, Christian
chke@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Khan, Abdul Rauf
arkh@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Statistics and Data Analysis

Khomiakov, Maxim
maxk@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Kidmose, Andreas Brasen
abki@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cyber Security

**Kindler, Ekkart**
ekki@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Software and Process Engineering

**Kirkeby, Adrian**
adriki@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Scientific Computing

**Kjer, Hans Martin**
hmkj@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Kliem, Wolfhard**
wolki@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Knudsen, Kim**
kiknu@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Scientific Computing

**Knudsen, Lars Ramkilde**
lrkn@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of section
Cyber Security

**Konvalinka, Ivana**
ivako@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Cognitive Systems

**Koo, Jakeoung**
jakoo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Korzepa, Maciej Jan  
mjko@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Cognitive Systems

Kowalczyk, Damian  
damik@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Cognitive Systems

Krämer, Kristian Haaning  
khkr@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Officer  
Cognitive Systems

Kristensen, Mikael  
mikk@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Communicator  
Dynamical Systems

Kristiansen, Kristian Uldall  
krkri@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Mathematics

Krohne, Lærke Karen  
lkkr@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Cognitive Systems

Kulahci, Murat  
muku@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Statistics and Data Analysis

Kumar, Devender  
deku@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Embedded Systems Engineering

Kyriakakis, Eleftherios  
elky@dtu.dk
Lachenmeier, Christian
clac@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Embedded Systems Engineering

Langhede, Rikke Marie
rimla@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Algorithms and Logic

Larsen, Anne Mette Eltzholtz
amel@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Secretary
Scientific Computing

Larsen, Jacob Søgaard
jasla@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Larsen, Jakob Eg
jaeg@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

Larsen, Jan
janla@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Cognitive Systems
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics

Larsen, John Bruntse
jobla@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Algorithms and Logic
Larsen, Lene
lelar@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project worker
Statistics and Data Analysis

Larsen, Mikael Bliksted
mblia@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Larsen, Rasmus
ralars@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Lassen, Janne Kofod
jklia@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Administrative Officer
Dynamical Systems
Software and Process Engineering

Lauridsen, Pia
plau@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Coordinator

Lemvig, Jakob
jakle@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Mathematics

Liisberg, Jon Anders Reichert
jarl@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Limkilde, Asger
asgl@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Mathematics

Linander, Christine Borgen
chjo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Lindberg, Anne-Sofie Wessel
awli@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Statistics and Data Analysis

Lindborg, Alma Cornelia
allin@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Lissimore, Ian
ialli@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - special consultant, UNIX

Lluch Lafuente, Alberto
albl@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Formal Methods

Løvengreen, Hans Henrik
hhlo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering

Luongo, Andrea
aluo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Lyngdaard, Christian Bøge
cbly@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Officer
Statistics and Data Analysis

Lyngby, Rasmus Ahrenkiel
raly@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Lyngsie, Kasper Szabo
ksly@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Algorithms and Logic

Madsen, Henrik
hmad@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of section
Dynamical Systems

Madsen, Jan
jama@dtu.dk
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Section Head, Deputy Director
Embedded Systems Engineering

Madsen, Kristoffer Hougaard
khma@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems

Madsen, Morten Vesterager
mves@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Energy Conversion and Storage - Associate Professor
Organic Energy Materials

Madsen, Poul-Erik
poum@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - IT-Administrator

Maharjan, Raju
rajm@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering
Mahmoudi, Zeinab  
zeinabm@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc  
Scientific Computing

Makavitage, Dilshan Manuranga Perera  
dper@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Programmer  
Software and Process Engineering

Malmgren-Hansen, David  
dmal@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant  
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Mann, Stephanie  
stmann@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant  
Embedded Systems Engineering

Markvorsen, Steen  
stema@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor  
Mathematics

Martens, Erik Andreas  
eama@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Dynamical Systems

Masulli, Paolo  
pamas@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc  
Cognitive Systems

Matthisson, Lene  
lemat@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD-coordinator & Coordinator of Studies

Medetbekova, Maiya  
maiynam@dtu.dk  
Centre for oil and gas – DTU - PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student

**Meng, Weizhi**
weme@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Cyber Security

**Merker, Martin**
marm@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Algorithms and Logic

**Messer, Dolores**
dolmes@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Michelsen, Louise Brunsgård**
lbmi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Communicator

**Mikkelsen, Lars Pilgaard**
lapm@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Wind Energy - Head of Section

**Moazzami, Hamidreza**
hamoz@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

**Mödersheim, Sebastian Alexander**
samo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Formal Methods

**Moiseyenko, Rayisa**
raymoi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Statistics and Data Analysis
Mokso, Rajmund
rajmo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Honorary Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Møller, Jan Kloppenborg
jkmo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Dynamical Systems

Mønsted, Bjarke Mørch
bjmo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Mørup, Morten
mmor@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems

Mrówczyński, Piotr
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Mustafa, Wail
wamus@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Mustafic, Ima
imalea@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project Manager
Cognitive Systems

Nannarelli, Alberto
alna@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering

Nauheimer, Michael
mina@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems
Nguyen, Tram

tqng@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Nguyen Trung, Tuan

tntr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Nielsen, Agnes Martine

agni@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Nielsen, Allan Aasbjerg

alan@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Nielsen, Anne Ryelund

anry@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Mathematics

Nielsen, Bo Friis

bfni@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Statistics and Data Analysis

Nielsen, Ellen Juel

elju@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project Coordinator
Algorithms and Logic
Embedded Systems Engineering
Formal Methods

Nielsen, Finn Årup

faan@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems

Nielsen, Ivan Ring
ivanrn@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Chief Consultant
Embedded Systems Engineering

Nielsen, Jesper Duemose
jdue@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Nielsen, Jesper Spangmark
jesni@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Communication partner
National Space Institute
Office for Research and Relations - Communications Partner
Transport DTU

Nielsen, Joachim Johannes Sieverts
jjsn@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Student Assistant
Dynamical Systems

Nielsen, Jonathan Scharff
josni@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Nielsen, Kamilla Haahr
kamni@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Mathematics

Nielsen, Karin
kpni@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Assistant

Nielsen, Line Hagner
lihan@nanotech.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology - Researcher
Nanoprobes
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics

**Nielsen, Rikke Anne**
rini@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Executive Officer/ Teamleader, Funding Support Scientific Computing

**Nielsen, Søren Føns Vind**
sfvn@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student Cognitive Systems

**Nielsen, Vilhjálmur**
vini@byg.dtu.dk
Department of Civil Engineering - Postdoc Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science Energy and Utilities

**Nielsen, Flemming**
fnie@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor Formal Methods

**Nielsen, Hanne Riis**
hrni@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of section Formal Methods

**Nilsson, Jørgen Fischer**
jfni@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor Algorithms and Logic

**Nilsson, Thomas Nygaard**
tnni@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Student Assistant Embedded Systems Engineering

**Nobel-Jørgensen, Morten**
mono@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Campus Service - Consultant

Nørregaard, Jeppe
jepno@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Nurdiani Jabangwe, Indira
innu@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Software and Process Engineering

Nyborg, Mads
manyb@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Software and Process Engineering

Nystrup, Peter
pnys@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Dynamical Systems

Occhipinti Liberman, Andrés
aocc@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Algorithms and Logic

Olesen, Dorte
doole@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Consultant
Algorithms and Logic

Olesen, Oline Vinter
ovol@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Senior Researcher
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Palm, Rasmus Berg
rapal@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Patterson, Lene Anett
lane@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Secretary for Head of Department

Paulsen, Rasmus Reinhold
rapa@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

Pedersen, David Bue
dbpe@mek.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Mechanical Engineering - Senior Researcher
Manufacturing Engineering

Pedersen, Jacob Rex
jarex@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Finance Partner

Pedersen, Michael
micp@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of section
Scientific Computing

Pedersen, Niels Falsig
nfpe@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Peralta Gutierrez, Oscar
osgu@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Petersen, Niklas Christoffer
niklch@dtu.dk
niklascp@gmail.com
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Management Engineering - PhD Student
Transport Modelling

**Pezzarossa, Luca**
lpez@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Embedded Systems Engineering

**Phan, Kim Phat Em**
kimp@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant

**Pirzamanbein, Behnaz**
bepi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Pop, Paul**
paupo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

**Popentiu, Florin**
popen@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Poulsen, Bjarne**
bjpo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Software and Process Engineering

**Poulsen, Erik Lund**
epou@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant, Printservice

**Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad**
nkpo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Dynamical Systems
Puonti, Oula
oula.puonti@gmail.com
oupu@elektro.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Electrical Engineering - Postdoc
Center for Magnetic Resonance

Rae Young, Kim
rykim@nu.ac.kr
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Raffaelli, Matteo
matraf@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Mathematics

Rasmussen, Christoffer
chrras@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Rasmussen, Jimi Walldo
jwra@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Kommunikationskonsulent
Cognitive Systems

Rasmussen, Sofie
sofira@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project Manager

Rauch, Karin
krau@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Special Advisor, Cand.comm.

Relan, Rishi
risre@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Dynamical Systems

Resch, Eirik
eire@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

**Rieger, Laura**  
lauri@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Cognitive Systems

**Riis, Mark Bernhard**  
mberi@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Head of Innovation & Project Manager for HighTech Summit

**Riis, Nicolai Andre Brogaard**  
nabr@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Scientific Computing

**Rindzevicius, Tomas**  
trin@nanotech.dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology - Associate Professor  
Nanoprobes  
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics

**Ritschel, Tobias Kasper Skovborg**  
tobk@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Scientific Computing  
Center for Energy Resources Engineering

**Regen, Peter**  
prog@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor  
Scientific Computing

**Rohani, Darius Adam**  
daroh@dtu.dk  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student  
Embedded Systems Engineering

**Rootzén, Helle**  
hero@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Statistics and Data Analysis

Rose, Michael
mros@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Rosenkilde, Johan Sebastian Heesemann
jsrn@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Mathematics

Rotenberg, Eva
erot@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Algorithms and Logic

Sahay, Rishikesh
risa@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Cyber Security

Scheufens, Ernst E
eesc@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Schlichtkrull, Anders
andschl@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Algorithms and Logic

Schmidt, Karsten
ksch@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Education coordinator
Statistics and Data Analysis

Schmidt, Mikkel Nørgaard
mns@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems
Schneider, Alexander Rüdiger
alsch@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering

Schoeberl, Martin
masca@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering

Sehic, Kenan
kense@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Scientific Computing

Sengupta, Sayantan
says@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Sharp, Robin
robs@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Sherina, Ekaterina
sershe@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Scientific Computing

Shihavuddin, ASM
shihav@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Shojaee Nasirabadi, Parizad
parnas@dtu.dk
parnas@mek.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Manufacturing Engineering

Singh, Prasant
prasi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Mathematics

Skovgaard, Ove
ovsk@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Skov-Jensen, Helle Brix
hebrix@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Project Controller

Sørensen, Hans Henrik Brandenborg
hhbs@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - HPC Specialist

Sørensen, Helle Solveig Kirk
hekis@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Secretary
Algorithms and Logic
Statistics and Data Analysis

Sørensen, Mads Peter
mpso@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Dynamical Systems
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics

Sparsø, Jens
jsp@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering

Spooner, Max Peter
mpsp@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis
Sreseli, Karina
kasr@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project Coordinator
Cyber Security
Statistics and Data Analysis

Stassen, Flemming
flip@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Embedded Systems Engineering

Stebit, Dorte
dost@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Secretary

Stentoft, Peter Alexander
past@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Industrial PhD
Dynamical Systems

Stets, Jonathan Dyssel
stet@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Stockmarr, Anders
anst@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Statistics and Data Analysis

Strøm, Tórun Biskopstø
tbst@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering

Stutz, Florian Cyril
fstu@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Sultan, Shizra
shsu@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cyber Security

Svendsen, Kira Dynnes
kdsv@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Statistics and Data Analysis

Svensen, Jan Lorenz
jlsv@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Taborsky, Petr
ptab@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Tanev, Georgi Plamenov
geta@dtu.dk
geta@nanotech.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology - PhD Student
Embedded Systems Engineering
Nano Bio Integrated Systems

Tångberg Kristensson, Malthe
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Tejada, Alejandro de Miguel
almite@dtu.dk
almite@mek.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Statistics and Data Analysis

Thagaard, Jeppe
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Thamdrup, Poul Erik
poth@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Programmer
Cognitive Systems

Thøgersen, Dorthe
dtho@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Administrativ Officer
Mathematics

Thomassen, Carsten
ctho@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Algorithms and Logic

Thomsen, Tanya
tath@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Office trainee
Dynamical Systems
Software and Process Engineering

Thygesen, Uffe Høgsbro
uht@aqua.dtu.dk
uhth@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
National Institute of Aquatic Resources - Associate Professor
Dynamical Systems

Thyregod, Camilla
camt@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Special Consultant
Statistics and Data Analysis

Todirica, Edward Alexandru
eato@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Amanuensis
Embedded Systems Engineering

Toft, Jakob Kenn
s113012@student.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Toft, Katja Clausen
kacto@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for HR - HR Partner

Tomioka, Ryota
ryto@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Visiting Associate Professor
Cognitive Systems

Topsøe, Tine Jarman
tjto@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cyber Security

Trinderup, Camilla Himmelstrup
ctri@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Researcher
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

True, Hans
htru@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Tunder, Karin
katu@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Secretary
Embedded Systems Engineering

Vandin, Andrea
anvan@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Formal Methods

Van Leemput, Koen
kvle@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

Vardanyan, Yelena
yeva@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Dynamical Systems

Vasilikos, Panagiotis
panva@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Formal Methods

Vejre, Philip Søgaard
psve@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cyber Security

Vermue, Laurent
lauve@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems
Statistics and Data Analysis

Victor David Julien Lievin, Valentin
valv@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Research Assistant
Cognitive Systems

Viehrig, Marlitt
mvie@nanotech.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology - PhD Student
Nanoprobes
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics

Villadsen, Jørgen
jovi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Algorithms and Logic

Vinther, Susanne
suvi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Project Coordinator
Cognitive Systems
Mathematics
Völcker, Carsten
cavo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Scientific Computing
Center for Energy Resources Engineering

Vording, Maximillian Fornitz
maxvo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Cognitive Systems
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics

Wang, Jinghua
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Wassmann, Jørgen
jowa@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Systems administrator, Windows/Mac, BSc

Weber, Barbara
bweb@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor, Head of section
Software and Process Engineering

Weesch, Inge
inwe@adm.dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Office for Finance and Accounting - Project Controller

Weitze, Charlotte Lærke
chwei@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Assistant Professor
Statistics and Data Analysis

Wilm, Jakob
jakw@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Wind, David Kofoed
dawi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Winther, Ole
olwi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Professor
Cognitive Systems
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

Witt, Carsten
cawi@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Associate Professor
Algorithms and Logic

Wolf, Sebastian
sewo@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Dynamical Systems

Wyller, John Andreas
jowy@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Zarrin, Bahram
baza@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Embedded Systems Engineering

Zdyb, Franciszek Olaf
folzd@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - PhD Student
Cognitive Systems

Zhao, Luxi
luxzha@dtu.dk
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science - Postdoc
Embedded Systems Engineering